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B      obby Baboon picked three big

  bunches of bananas.

         He balanced them in a tub on his head.

       Bobby was bringing the bananas to

     his class at Alpha Betty’s school.
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       As Bobby boogied and be-bopped to school,

    Bubba Bear called to him.

       “Please give me a bunch of those bananas.

       I’ve been sleeping all winter, and I’m

HUNGRY.

     I’d love a big banana breakfast.”
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       “Please give me a bunch of those bananas.
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   “Boy-oh-boy-oh-boy,” said Bobby Baboon.

        “I’d be happy to give you all my EXTRA 

 bananas, Bubba!

         Let’s see. I need one banana for each boy

    and girl in my class.

         If there are 26 boys and girls, how many

   bananas will I need?”
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